#CroweChallenge Game Nights at
TEI’s Midyear Conference
Guidelines and Instructions

Welcome to #CroweChallenge Game Nights at TEI’s 71st Midyear Conference. We invite you to
play a 30-minute game created by Crowe, modeled after the televised game show, Jeopardy.
Answers will be presented on screen in various categories with contestants challenged to
provide responses “in the form of a question.”
When will #CroweChallenge take place?
Game Nights will take place on the following dates and times:
1. Tuesday, March 23, 4:00 PM EDT
2. Wednesday, March 24, 3:00 PM EDT
Who can play?
All conference registrants are eligible to participate. However, each session can only
accommodate a maximum of 20 contestants. An email invitation to #CroweChallenge will be
sent out prior to the first game night. The first 40 people (#1-#40) to RSVP to our email as
determined by the timestamp of when it’s received will get a link to the game being held on
March 23 or March 24. Crowe is not responsible for any delay or error caused by a malfunction
or failure of any and all technology systems. Each contestant is only eligible to play one night.
Note: Your response to our email invitation to #CroweChallenge Game Nights grants us
permission to contact you via email with the link to the game.
Prizes awarded
Every #CroweChallenge Game Night contestant must be present in our Zoom room to receive
a participation prize. No-shows do not get a prize.
In addition, grand prize, second place, and third place prizes will be awarded after each game
based on the total points accumulated. Each game is a separate contest. One winner per grand
prize and no contestant is eligible to win multiple prizes. No exceptions.
*Prizes – Grand prize: Oura Ring, Second prize: Bose headphones, Third prize: Smartwatch.
For additional contest rules, visit Crowe. Restrictions apply. Available to people who are eligible
and able to purchase services from Crowe and all legal residents of the 50 United States
including the District of Columbia to whom this offer is addressed. Employees, independent
contractors, officers, directors of sponsor, affiliates, subsidiaries, advertising, promotion, and
fulfillment agencies, and immediate family members of each are not eligible to participate.

Player instructions and rules
Getting ready to play!
You’ll get started by clicking on the Zoom meeting link that was sent in the email as part of your
invitation. You can join using your computer, tablet, or smartphone device. You must be on
camera to ensure everyone is fairly and accurately represented as who they say they are.
If you don’t have the Zoom app installed on your device, it will instruct you to install it. The Zoom
room will open 15 minutes early – so feel free to join then to ensure your device is configured
and working.
The event will kick off about 5 minutes after the start time to allow any players to join who may
be running a bit late.
Your host will walk through some housekeeping items to remind everyone of the rules and how
the event is going to be played. Please continue below for additional information.
#CroweChallenge the game
Each contestant will play individually, using your on-screen name.
Each game will be comprised of two rounds: Single Challenge and Final Challenge. The topthree point-scorers from the single round will proceed to the final round.
There will be one Daily Double in the Single Challenge round. Contestants can receive double
the points.
For each answer, your host will read the answer and then ask you to submit your responses in
the chat box. Please submit your response IN THE FORM OF A QUESTION. You will have 10
seconds to respond; *THE PERSON WHO RESPONDS FIRST IN THE CHAT BOX WITH THE
CORRECT QUESTION will receive the points assigned to that answer. Point values will be
tallied in our leaderboard.
After the Single Challenge round, the host will announce the current scores and the contestants
who will proceed to the Final Challenge round.
The host will tally final scores after the Single Challenge round is completed. If there is a tie, tied
players will go into the tie-breaker round to compete in answering a new category of questions
until the tie is broken.
*Crowe is not responsible for any delay in responses or error caused by a malfunction or
failure of any and all technology systems during this game.

How to play (HINT: Research Crowe presenters prior to the game.)
The host will announce a category and a point value.
The host will read the answer.
Contestants will have 10 seconds to submit their response in the form of a question in the chat
box. Your answers do not have to be spelled correctly, but they must be phonetically correct. If
it’s misspelled, it will come down to the judgment call of the moderator/host.
The first player to respond correctly in the chat box will be awarded the point value of the
answer. Incorrect answers will not be penalized.
If none of the players give a correct response, the host reads the correct response and moves
on to the next answer.
Continue until all categories have been completed.
The players with the top-three point totals proceed to the Final Challenge. The first contestant
to answer with the correct response in Final Challenge, wins the game.
The winning individuals will be announced along with any included prizes. We will ask all
participants/winners for your contact information in order to get your prizes to you.

